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POULTRY EXPERIMENTS. 
BULLETIN No. 51. 
JAMES DRYDEN. 
In November, 1896, experiments in egg production were 
begun at this station. They were designed to show: 
1. The relative value of old hens and pUllets. 
2. The effect of exercise. 
3. The relative value of early and late hatched pullets. 
4. The effect of crossing. 
S. The relative merit of the different brep.ds. 
6. The yearly food cost per hen. 
7. The average yearly production of eggs per hen. 
8. The food cost per dozen of eggs. 
9. The relative weight of eggs from different breeds. 
10. The relative fertility of eggs under different treatments. 
11. The relative fertility of fresh and old eggs. 
12. The merits of different incubators. 
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Four fowls were placed in each pen, except pen 9 which 
had five. The pens were numbered from 1 to 9. The follow-
ing outline shows the arrangement: 
Pl<;N. WITHOUT EXERCISE. 
1. Old hens. 
2. Late hatched pullets 
3. Early hatched pullets 
ROSE COMB B1~OWN LEGHORNS. 
PEN. WITH EXERCISE . 
4. Early hatched pullets 
5. Old hens 
6. Late hatched pullets 
7. Brahma-Leghorn cross pullets. 
8. Light Brahma pullets. 
9. Barred Plymouth Rock pullets. 
Pens 1 and 5, 2 and 6, 3 and 4, were duplicates, the only dif-
ference being in the matter of treatment. Pens 1, 2 and 3 were 
given grain food in boxes; 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 in a litter of straw 
on the floor. All p ens were fed alike in regard to variety 6f 
food, time of fe eding, etc. Of certain foods, bowever, each 
pen had all it would eat, and the amount eaten, of course, 
varied in individual pens. 
A comparison of the records of pens 1 and 5 will show the 
effect of exercise on old bens. A comparison of 2 and 6 will 
show the effect of exercise on late hatched pullets, and of pens 
3 and 4 on early hatched pullets. When the experiment began 
the" old hens" were 3 and 4 years old. The" early hatched" 
pullets were about 7 months old j the late hatched pUllets 
about 5Yz. Pens 3 and 4 w er e from the same brood of chick-
ens, and reared under the same conditions. Pens 2 and 6 were 
each from a later brood of chickens, and reared under the 
same conditions. They were evenly divided when put into 
the pens, so that when the experiment began the duplicate 
pens were as nearly alike as it was possible to make them. It 
should also be stated that the Leghorns, pens J to 6 inclusive, 
were all from the same poultry yards, so that the laying quali-
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ties of the different pens were more nearly equal than if they 
had been secured from different breeders. 
The Brahmas and Plymouth Rocks were secured from 
different breeders, the former from M. H. Desky, Salt Lake 
City, and the latter from W. W. Browning, Ogden. They 
were hatched in April, so we were informed. 
EXERCISE. 
The exercise consisted in making the fowls scratch for 
their grain food, which was fed in a litter of straw about six 
inches deep. This straw was renewed once a week in winter 
and twice in summer. The" without exercise" pens were 
fed in boxes, just as they are fed by some kindly disposed 
people who think it a cruelty to make a hen scratch for her 
food. The results will show whether or not such kindness is 
misplaced. The experiment will not show the absolute effect, 
however, of exercise, f01- it was not possible, nor was it 
thought desirable, to prevent the fowis in the non-exercised 
pens from taking any exercise whatever. The floors of the 
pens were the ground, and this offered an opportunity for 
some exercise, and during the summer months there was also 
opportunity for exercise in the yards outside. To show the 
absolute effect of no exercise, it would be necessary to confine 
the fowls on a board floor, but the results of such an experi-
ment would have no great practical value. 
FERTILITY OF EGGS . 
The effect of the different methods of treatment on the 
fertility of eggs is of much importance. By numbering every 
egg with the date laid and the number of pen, and incubating-
them under similar conditions, some definite results were 
hoped to be secured. In the same manner, the relative fertil-
ity of fresh eggs and of eggs two, three and four weeks old 
was to be determined as far as possible. 
METHOD OF FEEDING. 
As already intimated, there was no feeding test embraced 
in the experiment. All pens were fed alike, except in the mat-
ter of quantity. The food consisted of a mash composed of 
two parts bran and shorts, and one part each of chopped corn 
and oats, which was fed in the m'orning; about 10 o'clock a little 
grain was fed; then grain again iu ~h~ evening. 1'he quantities 
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and varieties of grain varied at different periods. Three times 
a week, except when our butcher failed us, cut bones and meat 
were fed. The green food consisted of cabbages, a head being 
constantly hung in each pen until about the 1st of March, after 
which, and until green grass could be secured, cut lucerne 
leaves were fed dry. This was scattered in the pens. During 
the summer green grass was thrown into the pens. The grains 
fed were wheat, oats, corn and barley. Corn was fed sparingly, 
and barley was discarded after a few weeks' trial because it 
was not relished by the fowls; so that barley can be left out of 
account altogether. No prepared poultry foods or egg foods 
were fed. No stimulating foods of any kind were fed except 
occasionally a little cayenne pepper in the morning mash. Salt 
was also used in the mash. During the winter, coal ashes were 
kept before the fowls; also a little gravel. No oyster shells 
were fed until the middle of summer. 
From the beginning of April to the end of the experiment 
the green food was not weighed. It consisted of green 
lucerne and clover, principally lucerne. The yards outside 
were seeded to lucerne and clover, and this furnished green 
food for a few weeks. It was soon eaten off, and thereafter 
the green stuff was cut outside and thrown into the pens. 
r.rhe fowls appeared to relish the green clover more than the 
lucerne, the former being eaten down in the yards before the 
latter: 'Lucerne, however, is an excellent green food, and is 
highly nitrogenous, the kind of food to make eggs. It grows 
more rapidly than clover in this country, and the same area of 
lucerne ~il1 furnish more food than of clover . 
. The idea kept uppermost in mind in feeding was to so 
feed as to induce the largest possible consumption of food of 
the right kind. The theory that the more food an animal will 
eat and assimilate, the greater will be the product, has been 
proved to be correct in the feeding of other kinds of live stock. 
A cow, for instance, requires a certain amount of food to main-
tain existence, and , the first use to which food is put is to 
supply the requirements of the body, and anything beyond 
that amount which a cow can be induced to eat will go to the 
production of milk, if she is a good dairy type. 
A steer requires a certain amount to maintain life. Any-
thing beyond that amount will go to make beef. So it is in 
feeding for eggs. The hen must be liberally fed; she must 
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consume more than is merely necessary to support life in 
@rder to furnish eggs. But one great danger in liberally feed-
ing the hen is that instead of the surplus above maintenance 
going to the production of eggs, it is very apt to go to the pro-
duction of fat; at any r'ate, that is the theory of poultry men. 
To guard against this result, the question of exercise for the 
hen has come to be looked upon by successful poultry men as 
of vital importance. "Make the hen exercise," they say, 
~'and instead of getting a fat hen you win get a fat egg 
basket." To collect some data in regard to this question was 
the purpose of the experiment on exercise. 
WEIGHTS OF FOWLS. 
During the progress of the experiment each fowl was 
weighed every two weeks. Table No.1 gives the weights of 
each pen of four fowls on the dates stated. By dividing each 
amount by 4, the average weight of each fowl- will be obtained. 
On and after June 8, in pen 1 there were only three fowls, and 
the weights given are for these three; one of the hens having 
died on that date from an unknown cause, resulting probably 
from the lack of ~ufficient exercise. The old hens in pens 1 
and 5 were moulting when put in the experiment. The pullets 
of pens 2 and 6 were not fully matured at that time, and this 
accounts for the light weights at the beginning. Pens 8 and 
9 were also immature. . 
As will be seen, the two pens of late hatched pullets aver-
aged 12.25 pounds per pen, or 3.06 pounds per fowl during the 
year. The early hatched pullets averaged 13.5 pounds for the 
pen, or 3.4 pounds per pullet. It will be noticed that this dif-
ference in weight in favor of the early hatched pullets 
extended throughout the year, affording evidence, although 
not conclusive, that early hatching conduces to greater vigor 
in the stock. The pullets making up the four pens were all 
hatched by incubator, reared in the same way, and all from 
the same stock. One important point brought out by the 
table is 'that exercise had, apparently, no effect in either 
increasing or decreasing the weight of the fowls. 
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TABLE No. L 
Weights of Pens. 
Nov. 7 .. ...... ... . 15 .9 9 .5 12.3 13.3 14.1 9.7 17.6 19.3 16 .3 
" 23.. .. .. ... .. 15 .8 10.1 11..9 13 .2 13.4 10.1 1 .3 20.1 17 .1 
Dec. 7............ 16 .0 10.2 13 .1 13.3 140 .1 10.7 19 .3 2~.1 19.0 
" 21........ . .. . 16 .7 10.9 13 .6 13.4 I'Ll 11.4 20 .8 24.4 21.4 
Jan. 4.. . . .. .. .. .. 17 .5 11.7 13 .6 13 .7 15 .7 12.0 20 .9 27.1 22.8 
.. 18 . .. . . . .. .. .. 18 .5 12 .1 13.2 1H .5 16 .5 12.7 20.4 28.4 23.4 
Feb. 1. . .. . . .. 17.7 102 12.4 14.0 18. 0 . 12 .! 20.8 30.4 243 
.. 15.. ... . .. ..... 2\1.9 13.4 18 .9 14.5 18 .0 12.6 21.6 30.4 25.3 
Mar. 1.. . .".. ...... 20 .2 13.3 13 .9 H .5 17 .9 12 .5 21.3 30 .2 25.8 
.. 15.... .. . . .... 18. 9 12.6 13.9 H .9 16 8 13.1 21.8 31.0 26 .6 
" 29 . ..... .. . . . . 18 .9 12 .2 14.2 H.8 16.8 ]2.6 21 .1 30.4 26.5 
ApI. 12. . .. .... .. . . 18 ii 121 13 .2 13 .6 16.1 11.7 20.6 285 24.5 
.. 26. ..... .. . ... 18 .6 12 .0 12 .9 13 .7 15 .9 11.5 195 27 .1 24 .6 
May 10 . .... .. . .. .. ]93 11 .8 1:~ 3 14.1 16.5 11 .7 20 .2 27 .9 25.1 
" 24... ..... . . . 19.0 12.4 14.1 H .8 174 12 .6 208 27 .6 2! .7 
June 8 . .... .. .. . . . 14 .6 12.6 12 .9 13 .5 16 .5 12.1 200 2;) .9 23 .5 
21..... . . . . . . . 14 .5 12 6 1H. O 13.8 16.! 12. 6 20 .5 25. 6 235 
.'"uly 5 .. .. ..... . .. 14:3 12.9 1:~ 1 13.6 16.4 12 .9 20.4 26.7 22.4 
" 19.. . ... 14 0 12 .3 12 5 14.4 16 .0 12.6 18. 9 27 .1 235 
Aug. <1.. . ..... .. 14 .3 1:3.0 1:3. 0 13 .9 16 .6 12.5 19 .5 26 6 24 .0 
.. 16 . ...... . . . . H . :3 1H.4 13.8 14 .2 16. 8 13 .1 19.:3 26 .7 2:3 .8 
Se'~. rL:::::::: :: ~t~ }~.~ l~ : ~ I }! . ~ g.~ g ~ ~~:~ . ~~ ' g ~tg 
" 27........... 14 1 13 7 14 .0 14 6 16 .8 13 .0 20A 28. 1 2fi.O 
Oct. 11 . .......... . 144 134 13.3 14.7 15 .8 13 .6 20.2 27 .9 249 
•• 25 . ... ... 13 .7 13 . l 12 .7 130 14 3 133 18 .0 27 .0 244 
Nov. 8. .... . 137 13 .2 11 .9 12.5 14 4 13 .2 17.9 244 24 .1 
------ - - - - - - ------ ------------
Average . . .... 17.4 12 .2 13 .3 1 13 .7 161 12.3 20 .0 26 .8 235 
Average per fowl.. 4.35 3.05 3 .32 3.42 4.02 3.07 5.00 6 .70 5.90 
CONSUMPTION AND COST OF FOOD . 
The amount of the different foods consumed during the 
year and the cost of the same, are given in table No.2. The 
weights represent the average consumption of food per fowl 
tor each pen. A male was in each pen about a third of the 
year, and the total food consumed was divided hy 4,;1, to get 
the average per fowl. The cost of the different foods was as 
follows: Bran ma~h 154 cents per pound, wheat 70 cents per 
bushel, bones % cent per pound, oats 70 cents per 
cwt., barley 70 cents per cwt., corn 75 cents per cwt., 
cabbages Yz cent per pound. The price charged for the 
wheat was more than it has been at the Station farm 
for several years, and this, of course, considerably in-
creased the cost of the ration and the food cost of the 
eggs produced. It will be noticed that wheat constituted the 
principal item of the ration. The Leghorns consumed nearly 
half a bushel per fowl during the year, pen 8 of Brahmas 
consuming 36 pounds per fowl, which was more than any other 
pen in the trial. Bones, which was a mixture of meat and 
COCKEREL AND P UL LET OF PEN 8. 
PEN OF LIGHT BRAHMAS, 
(P1'ope1'ty of Expe1'iment Station). 
RO E 
LTGHT R RA 17.1/ .-1 rr ' LLET. 
( P1'operty (If E :cp er imellf Slu!ion ) . 
K EREL . 
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.bones fr om the butcher shop, were · fed throughout the year. 
Ten and a half pounds were fed to the Leghorns, or an aver-
age of about 3% ounces per week per fowl. This amount, 
however, varied at different seasons, as will be seen by refer-
ence to table of weekly weights. The food was all carefully 
weighed each day. A Fairbanks scale was used, weighing to 
the sixteenth of an ounce. The weights should, therefore, be 
accurate enough for all practical purposes. Of course there 
is a possible error. Every grain cannot be saved, anci. every 
ounce of bones will not be eaten. 
At the prices given above, the cost of the food is figured 
up in the table. Pen 4 of Leghorns, which made the best egg 
record, consumed 62 cents worth of food per fowl during the 
year. The cost of feeding the Brahmas was about 30 per 
cent more, the Brahma-Leghorn cross about 15 per cent more. 
TABLE No.2 . 
Weights of Food per Fowl in Pounds, and Cos t of Same for the Year. 
I 
Cl) 
Cl) b.o 
..., 
en ~ 1'1 cU 
.d cU d ~ ~ .0 1'1 en Cl) Cl) !l .0 ..., cU .d § !:) en Cl) ~ ~ cU cU ::l cU 0 P. I=Q C) 0 I=Q ~ C) C) 
--
------------- -
No E xercise. Cents 
1 Old Hens . . . . 10 22Yz 10 6 11 1 5 3 53~ 
2 Lat.e Hatched 
Pullets . . 10 23 10Yz 6 13 Yz 4Yz 4 5614 
3 Early Hatch~ci. 
Pullet s . . . . . . 10 25 10~ 6 14 1 4!-1 7 6114 
Exe1·cise. 
4 Early Hatched 
Pulle t s . . . ... . 10 27 10~ 6Yz 14 1 4Yz 4 62 
5 Old Hens .... . . 10 27 10~ 6Yz 14 1 4Yz 4 62 
6 Late Hatched 
Pullet s . . .. . . 10 27 10Yz 7 14Yz 1 4~ 6 63 
7 B. L Cross 
Pullet s . . 9~ 32 12 8 18 1 4J-1 7 7314 
8 Light Brah~:I 
Pullet s 10 36 12 9 20 131 4~ 6 
I 
8114 
9 B P. Rock 
Pullets . . . 7Yz 30 9 8 18 lYz 3~ 7Yz 63 
EFFECT OF EXERCISE. 
As to the effect of exercise on the consumption of food, 
contradictory results were secured. With the early hatched 
pUllets-pens 3 and 4-there was practically no difference In 
the amount consumed with or without exercise. But with the 
late hatched pullets-pens 2 and 6-the exercise resulted in 
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increasing the consumption of food about 10 per cent. In 
comparing the two pens of old hens--1 and S-the results are 
more conclusive; the increased consumption, due apparently to 
exercise, amounted to about 17 per cent. In one out of three 
cases, therefore, exercise apparently had no effect whatever 
on the consumption of food. In the other two cases, it pro-
duced an increase of about 15 per cent. Hut the question of 
greatest importance is, did the exercise induce a better use of 
the food? Did it ' aid in digestion? In other words, did the 
same amount of food with exercise produce a larger number 
of eggs? The next table will answer the question. 
SUMMARY OF RESULTS. 
The following table gives the yearly food cost per fowl, 
the number of eggs laid, the value of those eggs at market 
prices, the food cost per dozen of eggs, and the per cent profit 
on food. 
TABLE No. 3. 
Summary. 
Pen 
Cost 
of 
Food 
No Exe1·ci~e . Cents 
1 Old Hens.... .. .... .. .. !)3M, 
2 Late Hatched Pullets. . . .. 56~ 
3 Early .... 6LM 
Exercise. 
4 Early Hatched Pullet s .. .. 62 
5 Old Hens . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . f2 
6 Late Hatched Pullets. ... 6:\ 
7 B. L. Cross Pullets. . .. . . . 7:-l Y.1 
Lt. Brabma .. 174 
9 B. P. Rock 6:1 
Number 
o[ Eggs 
Laid 
64 
137Y2 
I!)7 %: 
181% 
106% 
1!)(J %: 
]4!) 
147% 
79% 
Value 
$ .56 
1. 32 
1.68 
\. ' 
1.00 
1.51 
1,4.7 
1.40 
.79 
Food 
Cost 
per Dozen 
Cents 
9.9 
4.9 
4 .6 
4.1 
6 .9 
fi .O 
6 .1 
6 .6 
94 
Per Cent 
Profit 
on Feed 
5 
13!) 
174 
203 
61 
124 
100 
72 
25 
The above table shows some very positive results. Pen 4 
is the ideal pen of the lot, or rather, the only pen under the 
best conditions for egg production. They consumed, during 
the year, 62 cents worth of food each; they averaged 181~ 
eggs·each, valued at $1.88 at market prices of eggs, which prices 
will be found at th e bottom of table No.5. The food cost per 
dozen of eggs was 4.1 cents, and the profit on feed was 203 per 
cent. Pen 3 came second; their egg record was two dozen 
short of pen 4; their value was 20 cents less; the food cost per 
dozen was half a cent more, and the per cent profit was 174. 
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This result may fairly be attributed to lack of exercise. 
There is a less difference noted in the case of the late hatched 
pullets-pens 2 and 6. The exercised pen laid more eggs, but 
at a greater cost for food, so that the profit on the food was 
more for the pen without exercise. The difference is so 
small, however, that no conclusion should be drawn from the 
results. vVith pens 1 and 5 of old hens the results are more 
conclusive on the question of exercise. Pen 1 without exer-
cise laid 64 eggs each, at a food cost of 9.9 cents per dozen, 
while pen 6 with exercise laid 106~ eggs each, at a food cost 
of 6.9 cents per dozen, the per cent profit on feed being 5 in 
the one case and 61 in the other. The cross-bred pen fell 
short in egg production of the pure-breds on either side. 
They were very much behind the Leghorns, but the difference 
is very small compared with the Brahmas. They not only 
laid fewer eggs than the Leghorns, but the cost of feeding 
them was about 20 per cent more. Though the Brahmas laid 
more eggs than the cross-breds, the eggs were worth less, 
owing to the fact that the latter matured earlier and laid more 
eggs when prices were high, so that in the final test-the per 
cent profit on food-the cross-breds came out ahead of the 
pure-bred Brahmas. In comparing pen 4 with pen 8, the inter-
esting fact is brought out that the Leghorns, with "20 per cent 
less food cost, produced 24 per cent more eggs than the Brah-
mas, and when the per cent profit on feed is considered, the 
results are very decidedly in favor of the Leghorns. 
The greatest surprise in the breed experiment was pen 
9 of Barred Plymouth Rocks. They were good stock, 
matured earlier than . the Brahmas, received the same treat-
ment and care, but for ,some unaccountable reason their egg 
record was very poor. The result should not be iaid to the 
breed. No definite conclusion can be formed from a breed 
test of one year, and wi.th one strain of fowls. The breed test 
was only an incidental part of the experiments, but we hope 
to continue it, and in time something definite may be arrived 
at as to the real merits of the different breeds. The average 
weight of the Plymouth Rocks during the year was a trifle 
under 6 pounds. It is evident that the treatment which gave 
good results with the other breeds was not suited to this par-
ticular breed or strain. One thing can probably be said of 
this particular pen, and that is, they required more delicate 
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treatment than the others. As to whether this is characteris-
tic of the breed, it will require further observation to deter-
mine. This explanation is made in justice to this popular 
American breed of fowls. . 
OLD HENS VS. PULLETS. 
When it comes to ·a comparison of the records of the old 
hens and the pullets, there is no disputing the fact that what-
ever other glories age may bring, it does not bring with it a 
profitable egg basket. A comparison of pens 1 and 5 with 2, 
3, 4 and 6, will show that the profit from the young hens or 
pullets, is about five times greater than that of the old hens. 
Not only did the old hens lay considerably fewer eggs, the 
eggs were worth less per dozen. Those of the old hens aver-
aged less than a cent apiece, whiJe those from the pullets, with 
the exception of pen 2, averaged more than a cent apiece. 
This is accounted for by the fact that the pullets laid a larger 
proportion of their eggs in early winter, when the price was 
good. As already stated, the old hens were three to four 
years old. In the experiment there were no two year olds. 
In the present season (1897-8) the two year olds are being 
tested. Pens 3 and 4 of the past year's experiment are being 
continued, so that at the end of the second year their records 
as pullets and as two year olds may be com pared. 
EXERCISE AND FOOD CONSUMPTION. 
The effect of exercise on food consumption is also illus-
trated in table No.3. The three pens having no exercise-1, 
2 and 3-averaged 120 eggs. while those from the exerdsed 
pens-4, 5 and 6-averaged 146 eggs. . The average food cost 
per dozen of eggs was, for the non-exercised pens, 6.5 cents, 
and 5.3 cents for the exercised pens, over 22 per cent in favor 
of exercise This fact, when studied in connection with the 
other fact that there was no appreciable difference in the rela-
tive weights of the fowls during the year (see table No.1), 
would seem to indicate that exercise such as was given is an 
aid to digestion; or, in other words, the exercised hen made a 
better use of the food. It took 22 per cent more food to make 
a dozen of eggs without the exercise than with it; in other 
words, 22 per cent of the food was wasted by the unexercised 
hen. It was not used in the growth of flesh, for the weights 
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show that the exercised hen was as heavy as the non-exercised. 
It seems to be a mere question of digestion; the exercise aids 
digestion and assimilation and prevents a waste of food. 
THE EGG RECORD , 
Table No.4 gives the monthly egg record for each pen 
during the year. It also gives the total number laid during 
the year. This shows that pens 3, 4 and 7 were the only pens 
that laid eggs in November, 1896. The last to stop laying at 
the end of the experiment was pen 6, which was still laying a 
few when the experiment closed. The Brahmas, pen 8, did 
not lay till January, an,d pen 1 of old hens not till Feqruary. 
This pen, the last to begin, was the first to stop at the end 
of the year. The heaviest laying was in April and May. The 
record shows that the early hatched pullets began laying ful1y 
two weeks earlier than the late hatched. Pens 3 ' and 4, 
together with pen 7, had been laying some time before being 
put in the experiment, and this fact should be taken into con-
sideration when making comparisons between early and late 
hatched pens. No record had been kept of the number laid 
before the experiment began. Had these been counted, and 
had there been no break in the laying caused by the change 
of quarters, no doubt the record would have been 200 eggs for 
each pullet in pen 4. This would have added much more to 
the profit, and reduced considerably the food cost per dozen 
of eggs. The pen of Brahmas made a good record during the 
time they were in the business. During the ten months that 
they laid eggs they made a better record than the cross-breds 
during the twelve months. The cross-breds were broody 
longer than the pure-bred Brahmas, and this probably accounts 
for the smaller egg yield. 
It should be stated that the results of this experiment 
have been accomplished with fowls kept in confinement. 
During the winter months, a period of between three and four 
months, they were not outside of the building. The four 
fowls had less than 8 square feet of floor space inside the 
building, and when the male was with them, still less. 
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TABLE N o. 4. 
Egg Record . 
. 
~'i 
.c bD 3 oS 0 Pen > ~ ci .ci .... :>, ci :>, ci. ..; .... ~ 0 oS ~ (,/ 0- oS ::l :; ::l (,/ 0 v", Z A .... ~ .( ~ .... .... .( ~ 0 8 <& 
---- -- - - --
--
----
-- --
- - --
-- ----
I 6 38 54 5~ 27 14 21 12 231 64 
2 15 28 57 79 0 67 63 76 60 25 550 137~ 
3 15 29 53 59 67 80 75 61 57 6u 44 28 631 1573 4 
4 19 26 54 6t 76 ~ 91 7 65 8:') 62 19 727 181~ 
5 2 11 19 21 74 73 67 51 49 56 4 427 106% 
6 3 41 35 n 72 73 71 72 68 52 43* 603 150% 
7 1 22 59 41 77 79 '12 58 5:') 6! 39 13 580 145 
8 25 50 74 82 72 6l 71 79 67 7 591 147% 
9 6 15 14 30 46 59 38 27 36 3U 18 319 79% 
*Pen 6laid eight eggs the last week of experiment, and these are included in the number 
recorded in October . 
V ALUE OF EGGS PRODUCED. 
Table No.5 shows the market value of the eggs laid each 
month by the several pens. The average monthly price of 
eggs is given at the bottom of the table. Taking pen 4, the best 
month was August, when 85 cents worth of eggs were laid; 
eggs were then 12 cents per dozen. January was the next 
best, when 81 cents was made, with eggs at 18 cents per 
dozen. 
TABLE No. 5. 
Value of Eggs in Cents. 
I 
.d :>, !:i: Total Pen .; ~ d .0 ~ d >. ci. .... 0 oS V (,/ 0- oS ::l :; ::l (,/ Value Z A .... ~ ~ .( ~ .... .... .( ~ 0 
- - ---- -- -- ----
--
--
- -
---- --
I .06 .32 .45 .50 .23 .12 .21 .14 $2 . 03 
2 .22 .29 .48 .66 .66 .56 .52 . 76 .70 .42 5 27 
3 .25 .60 .80 .62 .56 .67 .6:3 .53 .48 . flO . !'it . 47 6 . 72 
4 .32 .5'1 .81 .66 .63 .73 . 76 .65 .54 .85 .72 .32 7 .53 
5 .04 .17 .20 .18 .61 .61 .56 .42 .49 .65 .07 4 .00 
6 .06 .61 .36 .61 .60 .61 .60 .60 .68 .61 .72 6 .06 
7 .02 .44 .88 .42 .64 .66 .60 .48 .4.6 .64 .45 .20 5 .89 
8 .38 .52 .62 .68 .60 .53 .60 .79 .79 .10 5.61 
9 .12 .22 .15 . 25 .38 .50 .32 .22 .36 .35 .30 3.17 
-- - -
--
- - ---- - -
--
-- ----Price 
* o[ .20 .25 .18 .12Y2 .10 .10 .10 .10 .10 .12 .14 .20 
Eggs 
*Market price per dozen. 
WEIGHT OF FOOD. 
Table No.6 shows the weight of food in ounces for pen 4 
for the year, divided into thirteen periods of four weeks each. 
It shows the amount of each kind of food consumed during 
each of these four-week periods. It also gives the number of 
eggs laid during the same periods. This will show the rela-
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tion of food consumed to the product in eggs. The weekly 
weights of food for each pen will be found in Table No. 18. 
TABLE. No.6. 
Pen 4. Weight of Food in Ounces . 
'0 
...,d 
~.~ en bIl 
II) '4ic.!l bIl 
.t:: bIl II) ~II) ~~ ..., >, ~ d ~eII en ell ~ en .c .... _ 0 o~ oS II) 21 e 8 ~..::: ~ 
II) 
.... ~ .c 0 .t:: oS 0 c-: 0 ell :l ~~ ~ ~ ~ 0 u u ~ Z 
- ------ --·1---- ---- -- - ' -- -- -- --
Nov. 9 to Dec. 6 .. ... ..... . . . . 
Dec . 7 to dan. 3 . ...... .. ... .. 
Jan . 4 to 31 . .. . .. . .. . ..... .. . . 
Feb. 1 to ~~ . ....... .... .. .. 
Mch. 1 to 28 . . ... . ........ .. .. 
Mch. 29 to Ap1. 25 .......... .. 
Ap1. 26 to May 23 . ... .... .. .. 
May 2t to June 20 . .... .. .. . . .. 
June 21 to July 18 . . ... .. .... .. 
July 19 to Aug . 15 . .. .. . ... ... . 
Aug . 16 to Sep. 12 ... . ... .. 
Sep. 13 to Oct . 10 . . ........ .. .. 
Oct. 11 to Nov. 7 ............. . 
79 93Yi 54 
.62 ~ 102 30 
74~ 99 
77 123 
45 127 
84 138 
84 157 
8" 161 
7~~ 207 
8( 205 
8" 200 
8( 1 167 
. 81 104 
47Y2 .... 
48 Z8 
6( 54 
fi5 5a 
72 60 
56 60 
78 77 
5t 146 
fit 131 
57 98 
6a 98 
46 98 
39 9a 
:~6 61 .. ... 183 
66 29 28 226 
6( 5t 217 
32 79 68 207 
66 .. .. .. 81 253 
76 .... 84 274 
36 . ..... ...... 270 
11 . .. . " . .... . 
62 .. .. . . .. ... . 
307 
338 
304 
298 
276 
261 
*The weights of mash include the water used in mixing it. 
MONEY IN HENS. 
22 
27 
50 
64 
67. 
83 
82 
73 
52 
81 
77 
« 
5 
From a study of table No. 3, it will be seen that the only 
correct answer to the question, H Is there money in hens 7" is, 
it depends. It depends on the kind and amount of food con-
sumed, the number of eggs laid and the price of eggs when 
laid . The statement that there is no money in hens would 
doubtless be true, if pens 1 and 9 only were considered. A 
satisfactory answer, moreover, could not be obtained by 
taking the average of all the pens. To prove such a statement, 
it must be shown that there is no money in hens under the 
best possible method of treatment. The record made by pen 
4, the ideal pen of the lot, is the only one that should be con-
sulted. We see that for 62 cents worth of food this pen pro-
duced eggs worth $e-88, a profit of $1.26 on an investment of 
62 cents. Of course these results will vary as the cost · of food 
and the price of eggs vary. The money result can be figur.ed 
out in any locality, knowing the average of food consumption 
and the product in eggs. 
It may be stated that while pen 4 was the ideal pen and 
made an excellent record, the record does not . represent the 
limit of production. It was our first experiment. The quar-
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ters were new to the h ens when placed in the experiment, 
and though pens 3, 4 and 7 had been laying before, the change 
of quarters stopped them. On October 13 the pullets in pen 
4 laid their last egg, so that their egg-laying record was made 
in eleven months. They had been laying fully a month before 
being put into the experiment. Had the experiment begun a 
month earlier and ended a month earlier, and without inter-
ruption or change of quarters, the numbeJ of eggs laid by pen 
4 would doubtless have reached the 200 egg mark. 
WEIGHTS OF EGGS. 
To show the effect, if any, of the different treatments on 
the. weight of the eggs, the eggs from each pen were weighed 
for several weeks at the beginning of the experiment, and 
again during the month of April. From these weighings an 
average was found for the total yearly product. A comparison 
may also be made from these weights as to the size of egg laid 
by the different breeds represented in the trial. In the fol-
lowing table the weights are given in pounds for each pen. 
The pen numbers are given at the head of the table. The 
first column shows the average weight per dozen of eggs for 
each pen. The outline on page 4 of this bulletin will show 
the kind o~ fowls in each pen and the treatment received by 
each. 
TABLE No . 7. 
Weights of Eggs in Pounds .. 
PEN No . 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
-------- - --------
A verage weight per 
dozen . . .. .. .. .. .... 1.57 lAO 1.49 1.42 1.52 1.39 1.52 1.63 1.408 
Weight of eggs for 
year per fowl . .. . .. 8 ,4 15.98 19.51 21.46 13 .5-1 17,42 18. 39 20 .03 9.8 
------ - - --------
Cost per pound of 
e!:,!:,s. cents •........ 6.3 3 .5 3 .1 2.9 4.5 3.6 4.0 4.0 6.3 
FIG. 1. 
FIG. 2. 
Fig. 1 1'pp1'esents the per cent 
profit from the pullets, and Fig. 2' 
from old hens. 
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It is worthy of note that the fo~ls without the exercise laid 
n eavier eggs than those with it. If pens one and five of old 
h en s , and two and six of late hatched pullets, and pens three 
and four of early hatched pullets are compared, it is seen that 
the larger eggs were laid in each case by the pens without exer-
cise. That would seem to be fairly conclusive. I call attention 
to this fact without as suming an explanation as to the philoso-
phy of it. This column shows another rather striking fact: 
th e eggs "laid by the old hens averaged considerably heavier 
than tho e laid by the pullets . 
The econd column shows the actual weight of eggs per 
fowl for the year, figured from the average per dozen given in 
th e column above. Pen four lead in weight, each of the four 
pu11et s in this pen averaging 21.46 pounds of eggs ; and by the 
w ay this seems pretty good work for a little "egg machine" 
weighing less than four pounds . The econd pen in point of 
w eight is pen eight of Brahma pullets . Though they laid a 
cons ide l-ably s maller nUlnber of eggs , as will be seen by refer-
en ce to table No.4, th e total weight wa within 1~ pounds of 
tho e laid by pen four of Leghorn. W ere eggs sold by the 
weight ins tead of by the dozen, the difference in the .money re-
s ult from the t wo pen s would be cons iderably Ie sened. But, 
of course , in figuring on profit, the cos t of food per dozen of eggs 
mu ,t he taken into account. A column has been added to table 
No.7 s howing food cos t per pound of eggs for each pen. 
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TABLE No.1 .- }VEEKLY WEIGHTS OF FEED, IN OUNCES. 
November 9 to 15. inclus ive. December 14 to 20, inclus ive. 
1 Q) Q) 
. Q) 
Q) bl! tI! 
...., 
€ 
.: = 
...., >, (/) ~ E 
.c:: ~ I ~ ~ ti3 .c ~ Q) ~ (/) Q) E !l ~ ~ Q) i: Q) E Zl ~ Q) ~ ~ .c § u s:l ~ .c: § u ~ !i: ~ 0 ~ ~ ::s Q) ~ !i: ~ 0 «l ~ ::s p. ~ ~ U 0 ) ~ p. ~ ~ U 0 U ~ 
- - - -- - -- - - -- - - ---- - - - - - - - -
1 23 20 8 
I 
lUi ... 1 16 .75 22 6 8 22 2 5 
2 2;) 20 8 11.5 . .. . 2 16.25 18 6 10 16 2.5 
3 2a 2;) 8 11.5 ... . 3 18. 2;} 22 '6 12 16 2.5 
4, 24. 28 8 11 .5 .... 4 19 .4 26 12 12 20 29 2.5 
5 23 28 8 11 .5 ... . 5 17 .7 26 12 12 20 2.;} 
Ii 19 28 14 11 .5 .... 6 11 .75 30 12 12 28 2.5 
7 19 32 14 lUi .... 7 U.25 42 I;} 12 30 . ... 2. ;) 
8 26 32 14 ll . ;} ... . l i!. 5 48 15 12 :30 
': ::1 30.5 2.5 9 19 26 .5 11 9.5 .... 9 12 44 .8 12.812 27 .8 27.4 2 
November 16 t o 22, inclus ive. December 21 to 27, inclus ive. 
1 21 30 12 12 1 17.14 32 2 8 18 8 110 
2 21 HI 9 12 2 9.24 22 .. .. 16 18 8 . . ... 110 
3 21 26 1 12 3 15 .98 3U 2 16 16 8 10 
! 21 I;} 22 12 
" 
14.74 24 2 16 18 10 .. . ... 11 
;} 21 10 18 L2 5 17.4 24 2 16 20 10 11 
6 21 26 16 12 6 12.3 10 2 16 22 10 ..... . 11 
7 2L 2;) 23 L2 7 11.6 34 2 16 30 1! 43.311 
8 21 30 I 27 12 ... . Il 17.4 46 2 16 30 14 11 
9 17 26 I 2:~ 9.5 9 13 . ~ 36.81 1.616 28 11.2 47 .9 8 . 
November 23 to 29, inclus ive. December 28 to January 3, inclus ive. 
1 15.75 1 30.5 I;} 112 1 . ... 1 16 I. ... 1 1 13.9 32 7 8 12 ... . . . 14 
2 17 I 11'1.5 8 I;} .;} 12 36 I:::: 2 9.6 22 8 R 8 . 14 :{ 19 24.5 1;}.512 25 3 VI 26 8 8 16 . ... .. 14 
-1 16.25 20 .5 12 16 12 61 . .. . 4 12.4 28 8 8 18 ... ... 14 
13.5 20.5 12 16 12 2;) 5 15 .4 26 8 8 18 42 .4 14 
17 .5 22 12 16 12 36 
I 
6 12 .5 24 is 10 ]8 7.8 14 
H 28 12 16 12 49 7 8. 9 36 8 10 21 40.314 
28 .25 31.5 14 16 16 1-9 8 17 .3 51 .. ... 8 12 21 7;) .114 
9 24 29 15.515 17 50 9 12.4 40.8 8 11 .2 16 .8 93.1 11 .2 
I 
N ovember 30 t o December 6, inclus ive. January 4 to 10, inclus ive. 
1 12 18 8 8 
1
16 1 18.2 25 · .. .. 110 16 8 14 
2 16 . ~ 14 8 8 16 2 17 .9 19 .... . 12 16 6 18 14 
:3 17.;} 18 10 8 18 !!J 3 17. 8 21 ... .. 12 16 12 
"64" 14 
-1 17.75 30 12 8 24 4 18 .2 21 12 18 12 14 
5 10.5 32 12 8 24 5 18 .1 25 . ... . 12 20 12 14 
6 1;} .5 24 12 8 24 30 6 1 .4 14 · .... 12 24 112 112 14 7 12 45 14 8 26 I:: :. 7 9.5 35 ..... 14 27 14 59 .114 8 18. 25 49 14 28 8 21 :-l9 ... . . 12 27 14 14 
9 34 40.8 14.4 8 27.4 . .. 55.2 9 13 7 32 . .. . 12 22.411 .2 11 .2 
I I 
December 7 to 13, inclusive. January 11 t o 17, inclu . ive. 
1 11 .6 26 10 7 
114 
45 .5 1 17.1 24 . .... 14 16 10 . .. . .. 14 
2 1;}.1 10 6 12 14 36 .!l 2 16 .9 20 · .. .. 17 12 10 61 14 
3 18. 7;} 22 12 12 14 79 .5 a 21 20 · . .. . 17 12 10 209 a 
4 15.5 24 16 12 20 .;} 4 18.8 26 .. . .. 17 14 14 14 
;) 13.25 26 16 12 20 .n n 1 .8 26 · .... 16 14 14 :36 14 
6 17.5 24 12 12 20 .5 6 20 26 19 16 14 44 14 
7 1::1.25 46 18 12 21 ... . , :~O .n 7 7.7 ~~ i:· ... 23 23 21 120 14 18. 25 54 27 12 28 .... .. ... .5 20.9 19 27 21 ]48.6 14 24. 42.8 21.612 30.4 . . . . 1 .4 12.9 34A ... .. 17 .6
1
22.4117 .6 161. 6 11 .2 
I 
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TABLE No. 18.-WEEKLY WEIGHTS OF FEED. IN OUNCES.-Colltinued. 
January 18 to 2(, inclusive. 
I CI) 
+> ~ en ;: E ~ (,j ~ ~ E!l;g ~ £ ~ ~ ~ ~ 8~ ~ j 
l ~~:f ~ :::: t~ ~~ ~-,--:-I~~ 
:3 21 12. . . . 15 18 8 ..... , 12 
4 18 .2 24 .... 15 18 12 (5 1 
5 21 24.... 15 18 12 109 12 
6 21 12.... 15 18 12 ..... 12 
7 10.5 25 .... 18 27 18 135.212 
8 21 39.... 18 27 18 . .. ... 12 
9 5.2 36 .... 16 .826.417.6..... 9.6 
January 25 to 31, inclusive. 
1 1 1R.8 
2 19.4 
3 21 
4 19 .5 
5 21 
6 21 
7 9.5 
21 
9 ti .6 
I 
20 .. .. 
16 .. .. 
20 .. .. 
28 .. .. 
28 .. .. 
20 ... . 
27 .. .. 
41 .. .. 
:36.8 
20 12 
20 12 
20 12 
20 12 
20 12 
20 11 
23 18 
24 22 
22,420 
10 20 14 
10 ...... 14 
14 98 14 
16 ...... 14 
16 ...... 14 
16 108 14 
20 14 
24 ...... 14 
21.6 .... 11.2 
February 1 to 7, inclusive. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
20 .2 
21 
21 
19.5 
21 
21 
20 .7 
19.4 
.8 
20 .. .. 
12 .. .. 
26 .. .. 
34 .. .. 
30 .. .. 
26 .. .. 
35 .. .. 
57 .. .. 
47.2 
15 .... 8 26 U 
15 .... 8 ll8 .2 U 
15 .. .. 8 .. 14 
15 .... 8 79 14 
15 .... 8 29 14 
15 ... 8 ...... 14 
18 .... 11 75 14 
18 .. .. 13 48 14 
16 .8 ... 11 .2 147.211.2 
February 8 to 14, inclus ive. 
1 1 17.4 16 
2 I 2U.5 12 
31' 21 24 4 17 .38 28 
5 20.8 20 
6 I 20.6 24 
~ II igJ ~~ 
9 11.1 :32 
10 1:3 116 8o! 114 
10 13 1lti fi4 .2114 10 13 16 2:3.614 
10 1:3 16 ...... ,14 
10 1:3 16 14 
10 13 16 59 14 
11 14 117 32 14 12 18 2 46 U 
11.218.4 20. 8 ...... 11.2 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
9 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
February 15 to 21. inclusive. 
19 .2 
20.3 
19.8 
19 .7 
20.3 
17 .7 
13.9 
15 .9 
13 .1 
16 .. .. 
17 .. .. 
31 .. .. 
29 .. .. 
29 .. .. 
32 .. .. 
:32 .. .. 
46 .. .. 
43.2 
E 
o 
C,) 
15 14 11 2 19 
15 13 8 6 19 
15 19 1:3 29 19 
15 17 12 .. . ... 19 
15 12 12 15 19 
15 18 13 19 
15 23 12 24 19 
18 29 20 ...... 19 
16. 8 27.219 .2 . .. ... 15 .2' 
February 22 to 28, inclu ·ive. 
I 
16.9 14 .... 15 12 12 21 
19.9 25 .. .. 15 14 16 21 
16. g 29 .... 15 U 17 .. .... 21 
20.9 a2 '" 15 lfi 17 ...... 21 
20.4 32 15 15 17 ... 21 
1 .2 31 .... 15 15
1 
18 . '" .. 21 
16 .1 41 .... 15 17 H ..... 121 
18.9 51 .... , 18 23 . 30 .. .... 121 
15 .6 !4 8 .... 16.819.225 .6 ...... 16. 
6.2 
7 
6.4 
9 
8 
.9 
6.8 
6.l 
7 .2 
ILean I Meat 
March 1 to 7, inclusive. 
21 .. .. 
20 .. .. 
29 .. 
31 .. .. 
2( .. .. 
al ... . 
as .. .. 
47 .. . 
-l:3 ·:l .. · 
21 16 112 ...... 21 
20 17 12 21 
22 19 14. .. .. .. 21 
20 21 12 ..... 21 
20 20 14 .. .... 21 
22 21 13 ...... 21 
23 28 16 ...... 21 
25 32 z2 ...... 21 
2! 25 .6
1
19.2 ...... 16 . 
March to 14, inclu i ve. 
1 25 
2 35 
:~ 35 
20 .. "114 12 U .. ... . 1 2fi .... 14 14 14 lR 
3:3 .... 14 III 17 21 
<1 3.') 
II :35 
6 1 35 
~ I ;37 
9 I H2. 
I 
32 14 14 17 ...... 21 
32 .... U H 17 .. . .. 21 
3:3 .. . 14 15 17 ...... 21 
42 .. . 17 18 ~3 21 
!8 .. .. 17 22 27 .. .. . 21 
44.\ ... 15.2
1
,0.8 25 .6, ... 16 . 
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TABLE No. 18.-WEEKLY WEIGHTS OF FEED, IN OUNCES.-Continued. 
March 15 to 21, inclus ive. April 19 to 25, inclusive. 
1 15 
2 15 
3 1il 
4 1!i 
5 15 
6 15 
7 l!i 
S 15 
9 12 
20 
19 
33 
31 
3L 
33 
42 
46 
44 
20 
21 
22 
21 
21 
2! 
22 
2.t 
22 
13 12 
14 12 
14 14 
U 1:l 
14 13 
14 14 
l.j 18 
:H 20 
20.8 19 .2 
1 5 
18 9 
18 9 
18 9 
18 9 
1 g 
18 10 
1 12 
U .4 11.2 
1 21 
2 21 
3 21 
4 .21 
5 21 
6 21 
7 21 
8 21 
9 16.7 
27 
26 
28 
28 
27 
28 
34 
28 
38,4 
rJJ 
~ 
o 
15 18 17 
15 21 19 
15 19 19 
15 21 19 
15 21 19 
15 19 19 
15 22 24 
16 29 28 
14.4 28.8 27.2 
21 . .. . 
21 .. .. 
21 .. .. 
21 ... . 
21 .. .. 
21 .. .. 
21 .. .. 
21 .. .. 
16 .8 
March 22 to 28, inclus ive. April 26 to May 2, inclus ive. 
1 121 24 2 21 24 
3 21 32 
4 21 33 
5 21 33 
6 21 32 
7 21 141 8 21 46 
9 15.4 44 .8 
I 
g ~~ / n ~~: : : : 
16 16 1 21 .. .. 
17 17 1 18 21 .. .. 
16 17 18 21 ... . 
~i I ~~ I h / U 18.4 19 .2 25.6 16 .8 
1 11 .9 1 37 2 21 39 
3 21 4:3 
.t ZI 39 
!i 21 39 
6 21 43 
7 1 21 46 8 21 50 
9 lil 43 
I 
21 
20 
22 
20 
20 
22 
1
2:3 
24 
22.4 
1
16 1:3 
15 13 
16 It 
15 13 
15 1:3 
16 It 
]7 1 17 19 19 
19 .2 19 
6 .... 
6 . , 
6 .. .. 
6 .. .. 
6 .. .. 
6 1" .. 
1 
 ..
6 .. .. 
4.8 ... . 
March 29 to April 4, inclus ive. May 3 to 9 inclusive 
1 1 21 25 2 21 ·25 
3 21 28 
4 21 32 
5 21 32 
6 21 33 
7 21 1 40 8 20.3 45 
9 15 .0 44 .8 
1
20 16 
21 17 
22 18 
22 20 
22 20 
22 20 
22 127 24 112 
22.4 32 
1
12 
12 
14 
13 
13 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
~~ I ~~ I::: : 19 21 .. .. 
19 .2 16 .8 .. .. 
1 21 
2 21 
3 21 
4 21 
fi 21 
6 21 
7 21 
8 21 
9 16 .8 
37 
38 
41 
43 
43 
41 
41 
54 
51.2 
lil 
18 
16 
17 
17 
16 
17 
18 
16 .8 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
11 
13 
12 .8 
t~ :::::/:: :: 
19 ..... . .. . 
19 . .... .. . . 
~i I:: ::.' :::: 
27 . •••• ... . 
25.6 ........ . 
April 5 to 11, inclusive. May 10 to 16, inclus ive. 
1 21 
2 21 
3 21 
" 21 5 21 
6 21 
7 21 
8 19 .6 
9 13.4 
1
28 
32 
34 
33 
3.1 
34 
4L 
48 
47.2 
I ~~ ~~ 11 14 
11 13 
11 13 
11 14 
12 117 12 21 
11.2 20.8 
I ~~ ~~ I·· ... 18 21 
18 21 .. .. 
18 21 .. .. 
1 21 1'33 22 2 21 32 21 
3 18 .2 34 22 
4 21 31 21 
5 21 31 21 
11 [19 
n I ~~ 11 17 
11 17 
18 21 .. .. 6 19 34 I 22 11 19 
22 1 21 26 21 
25.6 16.8 
7 21 <&0 1 22 8 20.4 44 24 
9 15 44 .8 21. 6 
11 23 
13 25 
12 .8 25.6 
Apri112 to 18, inclu ive. May 17 t o 23, inclu . ive. 
:~1~1~1 
.3 21 43 
." 21 45 
!5 21 45 
16 21 43 
9 13.7 62.4 
8 20 I 9 21 I.. .. I 1 121 I 89 19 8 22 10 21.. .. I 2 21 36 19 
8 22 10 21 3 21 42 19 
8 22 10 21 . . . 4 21 44 20 
8 22 10 21.. .. I 51 21 4.t 20 
" 32 14 .4 16.8 9 16 .8 51.2 19.2 
19 
28 
28 
28 
28 
28 
33 
39 
38 .' 
1 
.. · .. 1·· :· . . .... 
"1 21 153 8 21 6:l 
9 22 10 21 . . . 6 21 42 1 19 
10 I 27 H I ~1 .. .. 7 21 "4 19 
10 31 15 21 .. I 81 21 53 21 
---.-~--~----,--------~----~--~ 
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TABLE ·No. 18.- WEEKLY WEIGHTS OF FEED, IN OUNCES.-Continued. 
. 
May 24 to 30, inclusive. June 28 to July 4, inclus ive. 
..., ..., 
VJ .c; oj ~ VJ .c; oj VJ VJ QI E ~ VJ QI QI ::: ~ oj .c; = ~ oj .c; = 5 ..., QI ~ ~ 0 0 QI ::a ~ 0 oj p. ~ U 0 P. ~ u 0 
----- - - - --- - - --- - ---- - - - -- - -
I 21 31 9 .. .. .. .. 30 1 15 .5 45 16 . . .. . . .. 16 
2 21 33 9 .. .. .. .. 3!i 2 21 53 17 ... . .... 3t 
3 31 37 lU .. ' 36 3 20.5 52 16 .... ... . 3:-l 
4 21 38 9 ..... ... 35 4 16.75 53 17 . .. . .. .. :*\ 
!i 21 38 9 .. .... . 36 5 21 53 17 . . .. .. .. 38 
6 21 37 10 .. .... .. 36 6 21 52 16 . .. . 37 
7 21 41 10 ... .. .. 41 7 21 61 18 . . . . 45 
8 21 45 12 ... . .... 43 8 21 61 16 . ....... 44 
9 Hi. 4! 11 .2 ... ..... 44.8 9 16. 8 62.4, 16 .8 . ... ... . 44 
May 31 t o June 6, inclus ive. July 5 to 11, inclus ive. 
1 21 36 10 .. ..... . 23 1 16 , 32 10 , . . . . . . .. 17 
2 21 40 12 .. ...... 36 2 21 45 10 .. .. .... 30 
3 21 39 10 ........ 37 3 21 43 12 . ....... 22 
4 21 38 12 .. .. .. .. 36 4 19 49 10 . .... . .. 30 
5 21 33 12 ... .. ... 36 5 21 51 10 . ....... 30 
6 2L 39 10 ... . .... 37 6 21 52 12 . .... ... :11 
7 2L 39 lU .. .. .. 40 7 21 59 12 
·· .. ····1 37 8 21 46 12 .. .. .. .. 44 8 I 21 60 I 14 .. .. .... 38 9 16 . 44 .8 11 .2 .. ..... , 44 .8 9 16.8 57 .6 12.8 38.4 
June 7 to 13, inclus i ve. July 12 t o 18, inclus ive. 
1 18.5 29 16 ....... . 25 1 17 40 9 I .... · .. · 2~ 2 21 41 19 ...... .. 39 2 21 48 11 24-
3 21 40 18 . . .. .... 36 3 21 45 11 .... .... 25 
4 21 41 19 .. . .. .. 39 4, 18 .5 42 11 .. .. ... 24-
5 21 42 19 ....... . 39 5 21 52 11 .. .. 24-
6 21 39 1 .... .. .. 36 6 21 !i3 11 .... .. 25 
7 21 41 19 ........ 41 7 21 59 13 ........ , 30 
21 47 
I 
20 .. . .... . 43 8 21 60 13 .. .. .... 3a 
9 16.8 46.4 19.2 ...... .. 44.8 9 16 .8 56 12. 8 33.6 
June 14 to 20, inclus ive. July 19 to 25, inclusi ve. 
1 18 43 H 
I 
24 1 17 39 
1 
13 I .... .. ·· 18 2 21 44 14 ..... ... 36 2 21 39 17 21 3 21 47 L4 40 3 2L 46 16 24 4, 21 44 14 36 4 21 48 17 .. .. .... 25 
5 21 43 14 .. .. .... 37 5 21 48 17 ... . ... . 25 
6 21 48 14 ... .. .. .. 41 6 21 52 16 
:::: :::'1 
u 
7 21 49 14 . ... . .. .. 41 7 
1 
21 
1 
60 20 32 
8 21 6J 15 .. ... . ... 48 8 21 59 19 .. ...... 31 
9 16.8 60 .8 12 .8 . .... .... . 44 .8 9 16. 8 56 19.2 33 .6 
June 21 t o 27, inclusive. July 26 to August 1, inclusive. 
1 I 17 45 I 13 ........ I 12 1 15 1 37 11 21 1 2 21 51 13 39 2 21 47 12 .. .... .. 25 3 21 47 13 ........ 38 3 21 46 12 24 4 21 53 13 .. .. .... 39 4 21 53 12 . ... .. .. 25 5 21 53 13 .. . .... 39 n 21 53 12 . . .. .. .. 25 6 21 52 13 .... 38 6 21 52 1~ . . .. . ... U 7 21 63 14 46 7 
1 
21 60 
I 
16 32 
8 21 
1 
I:::::::: r "H 62 15 46 8 21 59 16 ... .. ... 31 9 16.4 60 .8 14.4 44 .8 I 9 16 .8 56 16 33 .6 
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TABLE No. 18.- WEEKLY WEIGHTS OF FEED, IN OUNCES.- C~ntinued . 
Augu t 2 to 8, inclusive. 
J.. ~ ~ E ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 8 ~ 
-----------, 
1 
2 
~ 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
1 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
16. 
36 
52 
53 
52 
52 
53 
59 
60 
56 
11 
13 
14 
13 
13 
14 
16 
17 
16 . 
Augu. t 9 to 15, inclusive. 
Aug ust 16 to 22, inclusive. 
1 17 
2 21 
3 21 
4 21 
5 21 
6 21 
7 21 
9 16. 
/ 
21 
1 
34 
53 
50 
53 
53 
52 
60 
59 
56 
12 
17 
16 
17 
17 
16 
20 
1
19 
19.2 
I .. ··· ··· 
August 23 to 29, inclus ive. 
~ I 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
17 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
16 .8 
33 
47 
44 
53 
53 
52 
60 
56 
1 
59 
11 
17 
16 
17 
17 
16 
I 20 
19 .2 
1
19 
, .... .. . . 
August 30 to September 5. 
1 16 
2 21 
3 · 21 
4 21 
ii 21 
6 21 
7 21 
9 16 . I 21 
I 23 36 
31 
42 
42 
41 
47 
46 I 43.2 
12 
16 
17 
16 
16 
17 
19 
20 
19 .2 
I···· .. ·· ..... ... 
.. .. .. .. / 
. ... . . .. 
21 
24 
25 
24 
24 
25 
31 
32 
33.6 
21 
24 
25 
24 
24 
25 
31 
32 
33.6 
18 
25 
24 
25 
25 
24 
32 
31 
33.6 
17 
25 
24 
25 
25 
24 
32 
35 
33.6 
14 
24 
25 
24 
24 
25 
31 
32 
33.6 
Sept ember 6 to 12, inclusive. 
1 14 
2 ' 21 
3 ' 21 
4 21 
5 21 
6 21 
7 21 
8 21 
9 16 .8 
34 
48 
45 
52 
!i2 
!'i3 
59 
60 
56 
11 
13 
14 ]3 
13 
14 
16 
17 
16 8 
September 13 to 19, inclusive. 
18 
24 
21 
24 
24 
25 
31 
32 
33.6 
~ I 
~ ~ 
14 31 
21 47 
21 46 
/
10 
15 
14 
.... · · .. 1 15 25 
24 
25 
25 
24 
32 
31 
33 .6 
!i 
6 
7 
8 
9 
~ I 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
21 53 
21 53 
21 52 
21 60 
16 .8 56 21 I 59 
15 
15 
14 
18 
17 
17 .6 I .... .. .. .. .. . ... 
September 20 to 26, inclusive. 
14 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
16 .8 
29 
37 
37 
47 
47 
47 
53 
I 53 49.6 
7 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
11 
11 
11 .2 
' ........ 1 
, ...... .. 
... ... .. 
13 
25 
24 
25 
25 
24 
32 
31 
33 .6 
September 27 to October a, inclus ive, 
~ j 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
~ I 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
9 
U 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
16 .8 
20 
26 
26 
36 
36 
36 
40 
I 40 36.8 
1
12 
12 
15 
12 
12 
15 
' 15 
18 
16 .8 
·· ·· ...... 1 
... . . ... 
15 
24 
25 
24 
24 
2!i 
31 
32 
33. 6 
October 4 to 10, inclusive. 
14 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
16 .8 
15 
22 
22 
31 
36 
36 
40 
36 .8 I 
40 
8 
11 
11 
11 
11 
11 
I 13 
13 
1
13 
1
12 
24 
25 
24 
24 
U 
31 
32 
33 .6 
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T ABLE No. 18.-WEEKL Y WEIGHTS OF FEED, IN OUNCES.-Continued. 
October 11 to 17, inclusive. October 25 to 31, inclusive . 
., ., 
..c:: (f) (f) 1\1 ..c:: 1\1 (f) 
'" 
Q) Q) E 2 (f) Q) Q) E ~ 1\1 ..c:: ~ ~ oj .c ~ ., Q) ~ a: 0 0 1\1 ~ a: 0 0 oj ll< ~ u 0 ll< ~ u 0 
- - - -------- - ----------
I 14 24 7 9 17 1 14 12 9 III 15 
2 21 32 9 11 25 2 21 9 12 17 13 
3 21 31 9 11 24 3 21 7 11 19 10 
4 21 42 9 11 25 4 21 18 12 17 21 
5 21 42 9 11 25 5 21 18 12 17 21 
6 21 41 9 11 24 6 21 16 11 19 21 
7 21 47 11 13 32 7 21 21 17 23 22 
21 46 11 13 31 IS 21 110 16 25 2 
9 16 .8 43 11 13 33. 6 9 16 .8 18 14.4 21 25 
October 18 to 2.t, inclusive. November 1 to 7, inclusive. 
I 14 I 15 7 [ 1:3 17 1 I 8 I 10 6 I 8 11 2 19 21 9 15 21 2 19 11 7 16 17 :3 19 20 9 16 21 3 
I 
21 14 9 18 26 
4 18 31 9 15 25 4 21 
I 
13 9 19 24 
5 19 31 9 15 25 !'i 21 11 7 17 21 
6 19 30 9 16 24 6 21 14 9 19 26 
'7 21 34 11 20 32 7 21 17 9 23 30 
I 
21 33 
I 
11 19 I 31 I 21 I 20 I 11 25 I 35 .9 16.8 ·30.f 19 32.8 9 16.8 16 8.8 20 .8 30 .6 
BUILDING. 
A photograph of the building is reproduced herewith . 
"l'his hows on the right an addition 10x20 that has been made 
the present season as a brooder house and incubator cellar. 
The main building in which the experiments were conducted is 
52 x 10 feet, with roof sloping to the south. The new addition 
slope north and south. The house is six feet high at the eaves, 
and eight feet to the comb. An alley 2t feet wide runs the 
length of the buildmg on the north side. There are ten sepa-
rate divisions or pens in ide, with wire netting partitions that 
go to the ceiling. A window with two lights each 10x20 opens 
into each pen. In winter a double window, or storm sash, is put 
on. This qouble window prevents frost accumulating on the 
gla and creating dampness inside and hutting out the sun. 
The windows are so placed that the sun in winter time strikes 
directly on the floor of the pen. During the winter and spring, 
no matter how moist outside, it was always dusty inside. The 
wall material consists of two thicknesses of boards and two of 
paper, with a two-inch air space between. On the outside of 
the tudding a tarred paper is placed; then on top of this, rus-
tic. On the inside a sheathing of rough boards is placed; on 
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the top of this, red rope Neponset lining, the ceiling being treat-
ed in the same way. The roof was made the same as the ceil-
ing by using Neponset paper on top of sheathing and painting 
it. This roofing has proved unsatisfactory. Early in the fall a 
severe hailstorm visited this locality, the severest known for 
many years. An examination of the roof afterwards, showed 
that the hail had perforated the paper in many places. A coat 
of asphalt and coarse sand has since been put on the paper. 
The inside Neponset paper has proved satisfactory thus far. 
On the brooder house another kind of roofing material, fur-
nished by the manufacturers of Neponset, called the 6 x Flex-
ile roofing ,"is being tested. 
The outside yards or runs are five feet wide and forty feet 
long for each pen. The fowls were never outside these yard ' 
q.uring the year. 
'tEMPERATURE 9F BVILD!NG •. 
The record. wouici not be complete wlthout the temperatur~ 
of the building, as this has an important influence on egg pro-
duction. The following table gives the minimum, or lowest 
temperature during the months of December, January, Febru-
ary and March. The temperature was not taken by a self-
registering thermometer; it was the temperature of the room 
at 7 a. m., and the readings may not represent the lowest tem-
perature during the night, though they will be very close to it, 
as the early morning was, on the average, the coldest part of 
the day. The maximum temperature was not taken. The 
building was comfortably warm during the day from the effect 
of the sun on the windows. The mean for the month is given, 
at the bottom of the table. The average for January, which, 
was the coldest month, was below freezing. The lowest read-. 
ing was on the 19th, when the thermometer read 18 degrees .. 
The temperature on the average was too low for best results in. 
egg production. Water was frequently frozen, but.there were· 
no frosted combs and wattles. The month of November was an 
unusually cold month, and a few nights the thermometer read 
lower than during any subsequent nlonth, though the average: 
wa not as low as that of January. The outside temper~.ture: 
is also given at the bottom of the table. l'h~ ipsi.de_ ~y~raged. 
about 15 degrees higher than the outside. -
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Date 
I 
Dec. Jan. 
I 
Feb. Mch. 
1 30 35 36 34 
2 26 26 40 
.. "34" .. . . a 38 28 40 
4 3,1 22 34 28 
5 40 27 40 36 
6 38 32 38 38 
7 30 30 37 40 
8 36 26 36 
.. "32" ... 9 32 26 36 
10 30 24 30 34 
11 30 26 36 26 
~ 
cO B c<J 
0 '"' 8-z s 
~ Q) 
..::I ~ 
~ S 
-< ::s ~ s 
'a 
~ 
12 36 32 :38 28 
13 41 32 26 24 
14 H2 28 31 29 
15 37 28 36 28 
16 32 36 38 26 
17 38 29 32 34 
18 32 20 27 43 
19 30 18 36 36 
20 37 28 32 36 
21 34 34 32 31 
22 29 38 28 27 
23 30 36 28 32 
24 30 35 35 46 
25 31 38 36 47 
26 31 30 28 42 
27 37 22 27 ..... . .. .. .. 
28 36 22 30 4.1 
29 36 28 .. .. .. . ... . 38 
30 32 34 . ....... . . . . 32 
31 37 36 .. . . . .. . . . . . 32 
~ 
Mean . .. . . 33 .6 29.2 34.4 34 
Mean Out· 
I side . ..... 23.3 12 .7 19 .7 18.1 
iI'RIAL OF INCUBATORS, 
During July and August a teSit: 'was made of two incubators. 
These were the Prairie State, manufactured at Homer City ,Pa' t 
and the Jubilee, manufactured at Orange, Cal. They are both 
well made machines. They were ecured late in the sea on,. 
and for this reason the test was not a favorable one so far as the 
success of artificial incubation is concerned. It is a universal 
belief among poultrymen, and a reasonably well founded one,. 
that eggs will not hatch successfully in midsummer; and atten-
tion is called to this fact in justice to the machines used in this. 
experiment. 
The experiment reported was not the first made with the· 
machines. A preliminary test was made in order to become 
acquainted with their workings; but though the results were 
fairly satisfactory, the trial was not conducted with sufficient. 
care in order to make any fair comparisons of the machines. 
The second test, the re ults of which are here recorded , was 
I . 
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made under conditions as nearly equal as it was possible to se-
,cure them. 
The Prairie State used was of a capacity of 100 eggs, the 
Jubilee of 200 eggs. 1.'he former is a hot-air machine, the 
latter a hot-water machine, though very little water is used-
.about a quart to fill a pipe that runs over the egg chamber. 
Both are regulated by the "th~rmostat" and valve, though a dif-
ferent contrivance is u . ed in each . In the Jubilee the eggs are 
turned by hand, in the Prairie State, by the extra tray method. 
The directions of the manufacturers were followed in each case, 
even though they were not the same for both machines. A full 
description of the machines can be obtaint:d from the circulars 
sent out by the manufacturers of each. 
Thou'gh the experiment was conducted with much care, the 
results, of course, should not be taken as conclusive, though 
they are somewhat deci ive. One test is not sufficient , even 
under the most favorable conditions, to decide definitely the 
merits of the machines. 
The results of the te t are s ummed up in the following 
table .. 
Prairie State ... .. . .. . . ... . 
Jubilee .. ... .. .. .. ...... .. 
TABLE No.9. 
Put in T ested 
incubator. out. 
101 
195 
65 
124 
'Did not 
hatch. 
13 
13 
Per cent of 
Hatched . fe rtile egg 
hatched . 
23 64 
81 
The column headed "put in incubator" gives the number of 
-egg placed in each machine. 1.'he next column shows the 
:number of infertile eggs tes ted out, the eggs being tested three 
times during the hatch. It is seen from this column that the 
.proportion of infertile eggs was very nearly equal in each 
machine. The next column gives the number of eggs that did 
not hatch. These had full-grown chicks in them, but for some 
'reason failed to hatch. Out of 36 fertile eggs the Prairie State 
failed to hatch 13. The arne number failed to hatch out of 71 
fertile eggs in the Jubilee. The next column s hows the number 
'of chicks actually hatched, and the last column, the per cent of 
,eggs hatched. 
Table No. 10 gives the t emperature of the incubators 
.and of the room in which they were operated during the 
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progress of the experiment. The room was in a dry base~ 
ment. The temperature of the room, as will be seen, 
varied only 4° during the entire period; the greatest range 
of temperature in anyone day was 3° . The thermome-
ters , which were furnished by the manufacturers, were 
read three times daily. A study of the table will show very 
little in favor of either machine so far as the maintenance 
of temperature is concerned. The' greatest daily range of tem-
perature was 11° in the Prairie State, and 1t O in the Jubilee. 
The machines required very little attention during the hatch, 
and on this point, Mr. Edwin Stone, who attended to the work, 
was at a loss to say at the end of the experiment which machine 
had given the more trou b1e~ 
SELE CTION O F THE E GGS. 
Great care was taken in selecting the eggs for the trial. 
They were taken from nine different pens, and collected from 
July 3 to 25, so that the oldest of the eggs had been laid over 
T ABLE N o. 10. 
T emperature in D eg-rees Fab. of Incubators and R oom. 
Prairie State Jubilee R oom 
Date Q) Q) Q) 7 12 6 bIJ 7 12 6 b.o 7 12 6 b.o ::: ~ ~ 
a. In. lD. p.m. 0:1 p:: a . lD. m. p.m. 0:1 p:: a. m . m. p. m. 0:1 p:: 
- - --- - -- ----
- --
------ - - -- -- -
July 
25 101 101 101 0 103%: 10~ 10214 1~ 68 68 69 1 
26 101 1UOY2 102 1~ 103 102 102 1 68 69 70 2 
27 . 103 103 103 0 103 10314 102%: Y2 68 70 70 2 
2 100 103Y2 103 1 103 102%: 102%: l4 68 70 71 3 
29 102 103~ 103 I %: 10! 10314 103 1 70 72 72 2 
30 103 103 103 0 10* 103 103 1 72 72 72 0 
31 103 ~i 103~ 103 74 103% 103 103~ %: 70 72 72 2 
A ug ust 
1 103 102% lo.3Y2 1 103.~ 103 103 Ye 69 70 72 3 
2 104 104 102%: 114 104, 102Y2 103 n~ 70 72 72 2 
3 103;11 10:~ Y2 103 ~ 103 103 103 0 70 71 72 2 
• 102 Y2 104, 103 1~ 1U2% 103 103 l4 70 69 71 2 ~ 10214 103 10:3 %: 103 103 103 0 69 72 72 3 
6 1u3 104 104 1 102%: 103 103Y2 %: 70 72 72 2 
7 103.~ 103l4 103 ~ 103~ 103 103 ~ 70 71 72 2 
10231 102~t 103 ~ 10314 103 103 ~ 70 71 72 2 
9 103 103~ 103 l4 104 103~ 103Y2 %: 70 70 72 2 
llJ 103 102 103 1 104 103Y2 103Y2 ~ 70 72 72 2 
11 l e3 103 103 0 104% 103~ 103 1~ 69 70 72 3 
12 103 1U2~ 103 14, 103M, 102 102%: 114 70 71 72 2 
1:3 10 IY2 liJ3 103 Y2 103 102%: 103 M, 69 70 70 1 
a 102 102~ 103 1 103 103 103 0 68 69 70 2 
--- ---
- -,-- -- --- --- ---,--u- ------ -H Y2 
The eggs were put in incubators between 7 a nd 12 o'clock a . m. , July 26. 
three weeks . Of cours e it would n ot have been a fair tes t to 
have put all the older egg~ in one machine and the fresher ones 
in the other. Nor would it be a fair tes t to have all the eggs of 
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certain pens in one machine and those of othet pens in the other. 
When the eggs are gathered each day they are all marked with 
the pen number and the date laid. In placing them in the ma-
chines the eggs from each pen were divided equally. That 
meant, of course, that one egg must be placed in the Pioairie 
State and two in the Jubilee, as the latter had doubled the capa-
city of the former. That could not be done in every case, but 
in the general average this was pretty nearly secured. Again, 
the eggs of the same date were divided between the two ma-
chines as nearly as possible. The following table shows how 
they were selected. The figures at the head of the column 
are the numbers of the pens; the dates down the side are the 
dates the eggs were laid, and the figures in the table repres ent 
the number or numbers of a certain date and from certain pen 
that were placed in each machine. The columns headed " total H 
show the numbers placed in each machine on each date, and the 
totals at the bottom, the numbers placed in each machine from 
each pen. 
T ABLE No . 11. 
Q) I Prairie State ' ~ 1 2 1 3 4 6 8 9 T. tal 
- -----------
Jul. I 
3 , .. .. .. .. 3 
4 1 1 4 
5 1 1 4 
6 12 .... 11 17 
7 1 1 1 .... .... .. .. 3 
8 11 111 5 
9 .. 21 .... 1 .... 4 
10 1 1 1 .. . 1 4 
11 1 1 .. .. 1 1 1 . !) 
12 .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. 1 2 
18 1 1 . .. . 1 1 . . . 6 
J4 .. .. .. ........ .. 1 1 4 
1;) 1 1 2 
Hi 1 
17 1 1 I 1 1 8 ]8 1 () 
W 1 3 
21 .. .. 1 1 1 "i ' :) 
Jubilee 
112, [" : ' I 9 " :' 
.. .. 2 2 1 2 2 :1 12 .... 1 .. .. 1 2 ... . :3 1 1 
1 ~ .. : . .. ~ . ~ .. ~· I .. :· 1 ~i 
.. .. .. .. ;1 2 1 2 
1 2 2 2 1 1 1 
1 1 1 . , .. 2 
11 
6 
5 
1 I 9 
1 9 
9 
1 .... 2 
1 .. .. 1 .. , 
1 .. ,. :{ 
1 ~ .. 2" ~ ~ 
1 1 1 2 
1 2 2 2 
2 2 ~ 
1 :~ 
t 
1 
1 
2 
1 
It 
9 
11 
10 
2 2 I 1 6 2° 1 1 .... 11 .. .. 1 5 
~~ .. . 1 ~ " i' ~ .. .. ~ .. . ~ 1 2 1 11 2 ;) ] 3 1 1 1 1 
1 2 1 2 1 . .. . 
1 1 2 1 1 1 .. . ~~ I~~_l_· ·_ l~~ __ l 
Total i 2 12 12 14 11. 19 8 17 6 101 323 23126 22 3815 33 U 195 
E GG FERTILITY. 
In the incubator test, reported elsewhere, the relative fer-
tilityof the eggs from the different pens wa noted. Three 
separate tests were made. Table No. 12 gives the average r e-
sults from two incubator run at the same time. The table 
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shows the number put in the incubators and the number tested 
out a. infertile. The pen numbers are given at the head of each 
column, so that the results may be noted for each pen and the 
effects of the different methods of treatment compared. The 
eggs u ' ed in the tnal were laid from June 1 to 29. Each egg 
was numbered with the date laid and the number of pen, so that 
it was pos ible to test the relative fertility of old and fresh eggs. 
The table shows the fertility of the eggs laid during the first 
ten day ' of the period and during the subsequent periods of ten 
day.', as well as the total for the entire period. 
Table No. 13 shows the results of a later test made with 
the jubilee incubator. This test was divided into three periods 
of eight days each. Table 14 gives the results of a test made 
,vith the Prairie State incubator at the hme test two was made. 
The eggs used in the latter two test were laid from July 3 
to 25. 
Table No. 15 gives a summary of the results of all the tests 
to show comparison between old hens, early hatched, and late 
hatched pullets. These results are for old and fresh eggs alike. 
It is noted that the eggs from the early hatched pullets lead in 
fertility, the percentage of eggs from the old hens being very 
low. This comparison, however, is hardly fair, in as much as 
there wa a different male in each set. A cock three year old 
was mated to the two pens of old hens, and a cockerel to each of 
the early and late hatched pens. They were all apparently vig-
orous birds. The male in the late hatched pens was the heaviest 
bird of the three, and apparently the most vigorous. 
In table 16 the exercised pens are compared with the non-
exercised. In thi test the element of uncertainty noted in the 
previous test is eliminated; each male bird-was mated to an ex-
ercised and a non-exercised pen. The results here are unex-
pected. The percentage of fertility from the exercised pens 
was 31.5" while from the non-exercised it was 47.5. The per-
centage of fertility, of course, is low in either case, but it must 
be remembered that the results are from favorable and unfa-
vorable conditions, from old hens and young, and from old eggs 
and fresh alike. The exercise apparently did not favor fertil-
ity. 
In table 17 the fertility of old and fresh eggs is compared. 
The "old eggs" were from 16 to 28 days old; the "medium 
eggs" from 8 to 18 days old, and the" fresh eggs" from 1 to 10 
day. old. 'l'he table shows the number put in incubator of 
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each class, the number tested out as infer.tile, and the percent-
age fertile. 'l"'he results shown would seem to indicate that 
good results will not be obtained from eggs more than a week 
olel. 
The eggs used in these tests were all laid in midsummer, 
the season of the year when fertility is supposed to be lowe L 
but this fact should not materially, if at all, affect the value of 
the results. 
T ABLE No. 1<! . 
Number put in Incubator Number Infertile 
Pen Pen 
1 2 3 4 5 6 I 7 8 9 1 2 ~I~ 5 6 7 8 9 ----- - -- - .- - - - - - . 
June 1-10 ... 1 5 7 8 H. 12 11 :~ 1 1 3 6 5 2 12 6 0 1 
" 11·20 . . . 5 11 14 17 12 19 19 0 1 3 6 9 I 5 10 11 7 0 1 
" 21-29 . .. 4 14 15 17 21 17 19 1 1 4 I a 16 11 5 11 14 
--- -- ~I~ . - - 19 1~ - - -- -- --T otal. .. . . ... 10 30 36 42 36 4 49 21 1 5 10 2 34 17 11 16 
TABLE .r o. 13. 
Number put in Incubator Number Iufertile 
Pen Pen 
1 2 3 I 4 5 6 8 9 3 5 6 8 9 
I;t 8 days . . . 19 -4 6915 613-511-6 -4 - ;- -9155 12-5 
2d " . 1 7 7 4 10 13 6 9 a 1 1 2 a 4 9 9 4 a 2 
3d " . , .. . . 1 7 12 16 3 10 3 11 4 0 1 2 3 2 6 0 4 4 
Total. . . . . . . . 3 23 23 26 22 38 15 :33 12 2 9 II 12 20 :~O 9 19 11 
TABLE N o. 14. 
Number put in Incubator 
Pen 
_____ .:-I!.- _3_1.!_ 5 6 7 8 !l 
1s t •• day ... 0 5 2 i 4 5 7 3 6 ~ 
2d . .... . 1 4· 4 1 4 -l 3 5 2 
:.ld " .... . . . 1 3 6 9 2 8 2 6 2 
Total .... 2 -;-;I~ ~ ~ -8-1-; -6 
Number Infertile 
Pen 
1234567 9 
o 5 2 3 3 
1 2 2 o 4 
1 3 3 3 0 
1. 5 
1 :i 
2 5 
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TABLE No. 15. 
o. put in Incubator. Infertile 
------~----~----__ II ------~----~--~- Pj~~~~t 
Test 1 T est 2 T est :& Test 1 Test 2 Te. t 3 
---------------1------ ----- ------
Old Hens . .. . . . . .. . 
Early Hatched Pullets 
Late " ., 
36 
71$ 
78 
2~ 
49 
61 
13 
26 
31 
---------------1------ ------ ------
192 135 70 
T ABLE No. 16. 
Put in Incubator 
Early Late Old 
Hens Hatched Hatched Pullets Pullet 
33 
34 
44 
111 
Old 
H ens 
22 
23 
a9 
Infertile 
Early 
Hatched 
Pullets 
----- ----- ----- ----- -----
Exercise ... . . . ........ 69 2 105 65 3.3 
N o Exerci e . .. . . 15 71 65 9 37 
T ABLE No. 17. 
Number of Egg-
9 
13 
22 
44 
Late 
Hatched 
Pullets 
- ---- -
75 
29 
13.5 
54.2 
44 
Per Cen t 
Fe r t ile 
------
3Ui 
4Vi 
Incu bated T t ed Out 
P e r Cen t 
F rtil~ 
Old Egg-s . : .. . . . . .......... . . . . ...... . ..... . . ... . 
Medium ........ .. . . . . ..... . ... . ... .. ... ...... . . 
Fresh ...... . . .. . ... ..... ................ ...... . 
153 
186 
247 
SOME CONCLUSION S. 
126 
110 
98 
17. 6 
47.!'l 
tiO. :{ 
From the results of th e exp e riments r ecorded, the following 
conclusions seem warranted: 
1. There is little profit in keeping hen three and four 
years old at the market prices of food and eggs in Utah . The 
profit in feeding young hen ,or pullets, was s ix times gr.eater 
than in feeding old h en s three and four years old. This con-
clusion does not apply to two-year old hens and hens more than 
four yea)4s old. 
2. Leghorn pullets hatched in April gave better re ults than 
those hatched in late May. The profit was about one and a half 
time greater from the April hatched than from th e May 
hatched. 
3. The exercised pen. ,"4, 5 and 6, produced 26 eggs per 
fowl more than the pens without exe rcise- 1, 2 and 3~ 
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4. The three exercised pens produced eggs at a food cost 
of 5.3 cents per dozen; the pens without exercise at a food cost 
of 6.5 ~ents per dozen. 
5. The three exercised pens averaged a profit per fowl 
during the year of 84 cents; the non-exercised pens, 58 cents. 
6. Pen 1, representing egg production under the most un-
favorable conditions, except as to ration fed, cleared 2t cents 
per fowl during the year on the cost of food. Pen 4, represent-
ing egg production under the most favorable conditions, cleared, 
during the year, $1.26 per fowl; thi would have been increased 
considerably had the egg laid before the experiment began 
been counted. . In the one ca e there was a profit on feed of five 
per cent; in the other, 203 per cent. 
7. Exercise had no apparent influence on the weight of the 
fowl. The lack of exercise did not add to the weight of the 
fowls. 
8. The non-exercised pens produced eggs weighing about 
3 per cent more than the exerci ed pens. 
9. The eggs produced by the old Leghorn hens weighed 
about 5,Yz per cent more than tho e produced by the Leghorn 
pullets. 
10. 'l'he eggs produced by the light Brahma pullets 
weighed lIt per cent more than those produced by the Leg-
horn pullets. 
11. The Barred Plymouth Rock pullets' eggs averaged 
about the arne as those of the Leghorn pullets. 
12. In two out of three pens exercise produced a larger 
consum ption of food. 
13. The exercised pens made a better use of the food 
than those without exercise. It required 22 per cent less food 
to produce a dozen of eggs with exercise than without it. The 
results are strongly conclusive that exercise aids dige tion and 
assimilation of food. The chief value of exercise, therefore, 
seems to be in preventing a waste of food. 
14. Exercise apparently reduced the percentage of fertility 
in the eggs. 
15. The percentage of fertility was highest with the early 
hatched pullets and lowest with the old hens; though the results 
are not conclusive. 
16. The fertility of eggs averaging five days old was 300 per 
cent higher than of eggs averaging twenty-two days old. 
17. The results noted above were secured from what was 
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considered a good ration fed alike to all pen s . Practically th 
same ration wa fed throughout the year. The conclu ion ', 
ther fore, mu . t not be accepted if a different ration i u ed. 
18. The r e uIts e m to indicate an average capacity for a 
L eghorn pullet of 200 egg per year , with intelligent car and 
feeding. 
19. No advantage wa. di scover ed in C I~O ·jng the Brahma 
and Leghorn. 
20. In a ingle t est of the Prairie State and Jubile l11 CU-
bator ,the former b at c.h ed 64 per cent of fertile egg , tb e latte r 
81 per cent. 
ILL USTBA TIONS. 
Tb illu s trations are fl~om actual pb otograph in. om 
ca es they do not do justice to the b ird s . It was not pos ible to 
'ecure photograph of bjl~d ' in each pen. Tho e given a r e not 
<;:upposed to r epr esent tb ideal , but only to show th e kind of 
tock u 'ed in th experim nt. To avoid having his pictur 
taken tb Legborn cockrel jumped out of range of th e cam era 
and 10 t hi legs. In s ubsequent att mpt b e r efu ed to have 
hi picture taken a t all. 
